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Introduction
' Lip synchronization' is a technical
term for matching lip movements with
voice. This is the techniq ue that used
in many areas such as computer face
animation, virtual televi sion program
production. multi-modal user
interactive syste ms, talking-heads, 3D
animation films. etc. The generating of
lip movements in a synthetic face,
cor responds to a word is the problem
which remain unsolved yet.
The basic focus of th is research is to
develop an automated lip
synchronization technique wh ich
operates in real time. It is anticipated
that the final system shou ld be capable
of analyzing a speech signal and
produce the coordinates of the critical
points of the lip. The research mainly
concentrated on capturing mouth I lip
movements and corresponding sounds.
It also deals with some attempts at
capturing fac ial movements using
limited equipment and some
techniques in sound processing which
can be used for phoneme recognition .

Materials and Methods
The project mainly divides in to three
sub projects phases. They are Video
data collecting and processing. audio
data collecting and processi ng and
finding a relationship between audio
and video data. The lip movement and
sound recordin g is carried out using a
Canon XL I digital video camco rder
with 7.2 V DC power supply. The
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recordings have a frame rate of 24 fps
a 320 x 240 resolution. The recordings
are in avi format . The video editing is
performed using Adobe Premiere.
Video data processing and Audio data
processing is carried out by the
methods available in 'M ATLAB
Image processing too l box' and
' MATLAB Auditory Tool Box' .
' Elman' Neural network is used for
fina l audio and video mapping.

Video data collecting lind processing
Image segmentation is used to extract

the lip contour automatically. The
recording is carried out by applying
black colour paint on the lip. The
Original image was converted to a
gray scale image (intensity image) and
the image intensity values were
adj usted. This maps the values in
intensity image(l) to new values in
image(J) such that I % of data is
saturated at low and high intensities of
image(l ).Then the Features in the
image were detected by canny edge
detection method followed by the
reduction line gaps by di lating the
image . Next interior gaps were fil led
and segmented the objects. Finally
objects that connected to the border of
the image were removed and smooth ed
the segmented objects by eroding the
image.

Audio data collecting and p rocessing
A phoneme is the smallest posited
structural unit that distinguishes
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mean ing. in human language. Forty
four phone mes in English language are
se lected for recordings. Recording
phoneme sounds separate ly is an
impossible task. Th us, the words
which include phonemes are selected
for the recording. For more accuracy
two word s from each phoneme sound
In c selected. Lip movement and audio
signals are recorded simultaneously.
Using Adobe Premier and Go ldWave
record ing was separated as video and
aud io. Sound processing was carried
out using two techniques. gene rating
wave en velop and Generating Met
Frequency Cepstrum Coeffic ients
(MFCC) (Axelsson and Bj AorhAall.
2003. Slaney. 1998)

Neural network training
The lip contour is extracted as
described in video data collecting and
processing .Each lip contour consists
of roughly 1600 points . The recordin g
cons isted of more than 3000 frames. It
is a difficult task to process this huge
amount of data using neura l netwo rk
due to large mem ory requirements.
Therefore a single point was selected
to carry out ihe rest of the project. T he
point was se lected considering the
mob ility of the point. MPEG-4 defines
84 feature points in natural face.
( Pandzic, 2002)( Figure I).. ., , &.10 ,.•
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Figu re" Feature points on mouth

The head move both horizontally and
vertica lly when speak ing. Though this
is not a large movement when
compared 10 nor mal speech. when
tryi ng to obtain the coordinates of the
points it became ap pare nt that the
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movements were a deterrent. In
addi tion. since there is no steady point.
it is d ifficult to decide on a point to use
as the or igin (0, 0). The No se point is
used as (0. 0). The nose docs not
co nta in muscles and is not mobile
whe n speaking. By considering the
feat ure points on mouth and the
coordinate poin t va lues. 8. 1 point is
the m031 mobil e point on mouth .
(F igure 2). " Elman" neural network
(NN) was se lected for audio and video
mapping due to its recurrent
connectton. Norma lly word s are
merged . e.g. .the ending phoneme of a
word is merged with the sta rting
phoneme of the following word, a
phen omenon called co-articulation.
The audio data processed by ' Wave
enve lop' and MFCC and the Y
coordinates points were separately fed
in to the Elman NN I and 2
respective ly.

Selected Point

Figure 2. Selected poin t considering
the mobility of points

Results and Discussion
The introduced method for lip con tour
extrac tion is applied for a ll the frames
in the reco rding (Fig ure 3). The
proposed method is worked for a
constant thre shold value and any other
constant in t ar ument.

Figure 3. Afte r performing the
proposed image segmentation
method
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Acc ording to the tested "Elman"
NNI (Fig ure 4}, a huge deviat ion
betwe en the original Y (Y I) and the
generated Y coo rdinated points (Y2) is
obse rved because the lip movement
was differed accord ing to the word.
Each word has a starting sound and the
fo rmat ion of the lip has happened
before the act ual sou nd was generated.
T he neural network tra ining has been
affected by this problem. Hence the
tested " Elman" NN2 was obtained
( Figure 5). which gives a less
deviation . 47 .32 % between Y I and
Y2.

Conclusions
The new method has succeeded in
extraction of lip movements fo r certa in
level. Yet some problems such as
shadow detection, detecting gap s
between edges were inevitable. To
ove rco me those dist urbances usage of
monoc hromatic light, usage of an array
o f illuminat ion sources ca n be
suggested. But the points extracted
from the a bove method were not used
for neura l networ k training. The
a mount of data \vas huge and more
me mory and more speed 'We re needed.
It may be appropriate to deve lop a

parallel a lgorithm to process the data
pa ralle l. The speec h processing with
MFCC is better than wave e nvelop
method for automated lip
synchronization systems. The final
outco me was improved by using the
' Elman' network ·But the error is high
between the or igina l Y coord inated
points and the generated Y coo rd inated
po ints. Therefore. further
improvements should be app lied to
en hance the ou tcome.
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Fig ure 5 .Tes ted NN 2 trained by
feeding M FCC with Y1


